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It is the age of the victim group. The term hate speech is not really about true hate
speech; it is what is presented as hate speech. It is the speech of reaction to the true
speakers, the true purveyors, of rabid murderous hatred. It is presented, not in a
clear way, but by way of implication. And this opens the door to accusing those who
utter so called hate speech in reaction, as “hate incarnate” by those who actually use
hate as a feature of their whole religious philosophy. This is an exquisite piece on
semantic manipulation. The term is dishonest and Machiavellian. It is not really
tangible either, a tangible thing that one can come to concrete decisions about. One
cannot really define it. Hate speech is whatever a person who uses the term “hate
speech” wants it to be. And a recipient of hate speech experiences what is a socalled reaction pain. But, pain is whatever form it comes in is whatever someone
says it is. There are no diagnostic tests that can measure the intensity of someone’s
pain. It is purely subjective depending on one’s stoicism or overrepresentation,
meaning a tendency to minimise or to over represent the pain felt. One can very
easily ham it up. One can very easily fake it all…
In 2016 I broke my leg. Now that was pain all right. I had to stuff my own had inside
my own mouth to stop myself from crying out.
But now pain is just a feeling that can be compared to offence or outrage or
revulsion. It is purely subjective and so it is less susceptible to empirical analyses that is factual occurrences that can be proved scientifically. So, people who are now
offended, they can go to the police or to the courts and have other people fined or
even locked up, based purely on their own alleged subjective feelings. And, those
shifting sands of subjectivity can easily swallow up our Western culture without
leaving so much as a trace of it behind. Raw subjectivity is what we in the West have
fought our way out of. And, yet THEY want to reintroduce it, a people who are totally
addicted to emotional soporifics. These People can and will overate their sense of
injury. It is a creeping poison and where is it all going?
The culture of the West had been on a trajectory of fostering individuation - i.e.
individuality and self-reliance. But, with the rise of the victim group - that group
religion of rules, of conformity, of self-effacement, not only is individuation absent but
also repressed and smothered by it. And, that religion or cult, for it is really a cult, is
a menace to our freedom, to our whole way of life. And, so-called hate speech, that
is the current weapon of choice used in the war to establish it globally, and to sweep
all other philosophies away. It is the chosen weapon because it is all about emotions.
It’s predicated on emotions. It inflames emotions. And hate speech is used as a
justification and the provocation for protests and riots. The irony is that those
screeching on and on about hate speech are the one’s who are actually acting in
ways that are truly hateful. A person has only to watch all those videos and read
those beastly bloodthirsty placards of death and hate that they carry above their
stupid heads. And, don’t they always look just the same with their gnashing teeth;
hate filled eyes and hecatomb beard that are the prescribed length of a clenched fist.
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And, they will never ever listen…because their minds are too closed, too stultified,
and too simian…

Philip Webb
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